
Valant Retains Trust Relations as its Agency of
Record

The Integrated Marketing Agency will Help Drive Brand
Awareness of Valant as a Leading Behavioral Health EHR and
Practice Management Software Provider

NEWS RELEASE BY TRUST RELATIONS

 Trust Relations, the fast-growing, strategic communications and integrated marketing agency,

announced that it has been retained by Valant, the electronic health records (EHR) software

provider for behavioral health practices, to further refine and amplify the company’s brand story

and market position.

Valant has engaged Trust Relations to promote its EHR and practice management software

designed specifically for behavioral health practices, as well as generate thought leadership

opportunities for its company executives. Valant ’s solutions help behavioral health providers

measure outcomes of clinical care and simplify practice management by freeing up clinicians' time

with streamlined documentation and billing automation features, as well as creating positive

patient experiences with improved scheduling processes.

“Unlike other EHRs designed for a broad range of medical specialties, our solutions are geared

specifically to the behavioral health industry,” said Valant CEO Ram Krishnan. “We needed a PR

partner to better inform the market that a behavioral-focused EHR does exist that can help

practices of all sizes and understands their patients, their practices, and providers. We’re grateful to

have the Trust Relations team develop a campaign surrounding this message and build a solid

brand strategy going forward.”

Valant ’s comprehensive solutions allow clinicians to shift to a more data-driven approach to care,

resulting in more positive patient outcomes. With a large built-in library of rating scales and

measures, combined with smart automation to carry the data across workflows, Valant makes it

easier to provide measurement-based care.

“We are excited to partner with Valant, whose core solutions and services focus on improving the

quality of care for behavioral health providers and patients,” said Trust Relations CEO and Founder

April White. “Having already completed our Trust Analysis branding exercise with their team, we

have identified new messaging opportunities for their core product that helps behavioral health

practices more easily scale. We look forward to implementing our findings as part of Valant ’s

ongoing brand-building campaign.”

For more information about Valant, go to www.valant.io/.
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###

 

Trust Relations, founded in 2019, is a virtual strategic communications firm that creates

nimble and proactive “dream teams” for clients through a national network of the

industry’s best and brightest practitioners. "Trust Relations" is a term coined by President

and Founder April White to describe a new approach to strategic communications

focused on communicating clients' authentic actions, value and goodwill. In technology,

trust relationships are an administration and communication link between two domains. In

communications, they are a bond of mutual respect between a brand and the people it

serves. The firm excels at identifying inspiring ways for clients to show their brand value

by identifying supportive proof points and ideating creative activations that demonstrate

their unique story and value proposition. For more information, visit

https://www.trustrelations.agency/.

 

About Valant

Founded in 2005, Valant is a cloud-based integrated EHR software suite that supports

administrative operations of behavioral healthcare practitioners, agencies, and clinicians.

The software offers individual and group appointment scheduling, treatment planning,

medication management, patient engagement, billing, and reporting. Valant collects and

organizes data from patients and providers, documents them using guided protocols,

and stores them securely. Actionable insights and reports are also generated based on

the data collected. Valant is built to scale, from practices just getting started to large

multi-state & specialty organizations, including psychiatrists, nurse practitioners,

psychologists, therapists, and counselors. To date, thousands of behavioral health

practices across all 50 states utilize Valant to run their business efficiently and help them

keep up with the ever-changing mental health needs and requirements. Learn more at

valant.io.
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